And I
wonder
if
maybe...
(A zine for our friend Joe)

W

e invite you to add your voice and help us collate
a zine for Joe Woodhouse (1971-2022)*. An act of
investigative Joe-nalism, if you will. Please send us your
responses to one (or more) of the following tasks:
A. In no more than 500 words, recount a memory of Joe
that stands out to you. If you feel so inclined, produce an
illustration to accompany this tale.
B. Send us a photograph of Joe. Please include a sentence
describing when / where it was taken and any interesting
details.
C. (This one’s just for the Foundation family). Share a
photograph of something you made on the Foundation
course with Joe. Tell us what you remember about it.
D. Share a recent artwork you have made which you think
Joe would have appreciated. Tell us a little bit about it.
(The term artwork can be interpreted loosely. Please note we
are not asking for artworks of Joe.)
E. Propose a creative workshop which you think Joe would
have liked. (This could be a task that got you through
lockdown, an unrealistic/absurd act, something smallscale or an amazing learning experience you remember/
experienced.)
F. Share a message about what Joe meant to you in any
medium of your choosing.

*Foundation Press, message posted 14 April 2022.
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hen I was on
Foundation at
Sunderland we named
the final show catalogue
after something that
I’d heard Joe say a lot
that year, ‘And I wonder if
maybe...’

Joe would say this in crits when he felt that you were heading in a direction that
fell short of the potential he saw. “I wonder if maybe this could be more interesting?” “I
wonder if it could be more relevant, more challenging?” “I wonder if maybe you shouldn’t restart
your whole project a week before the final show?” And other such things...
I saw at the time and still do see great value in his non-confrontational approach
to critique. I feel that he spoke with patience and humility. He was willing to let
people make mistakes, willing to keep suggesting new ideas even after mistakes
had been made and previous advice ignored. As I look back now I see more
clearly the passion behind his approach. He believed in what he was doing and
believed in his students, he was always wondering how he could improve the
education that he offered them. He had a gentle determination and commitment
to his craft, and I think because of this he leaves behind a legacy of countless
grateful students, of which I am definitely one.
My Foundation was one of the most formative and enjoyable years of my life,
this was due in no small part to the support, encouragement, knowledge, and
‘wondering’ given to me by Joe.
BENJI SPENCE
(CLASS OF 2016)
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oe was the leader of the University of
Sunderland Foundation Course, where we
met some of our closest friends. You get told
when you go to university that you’ll make
friends who will stay with you through life,
but you don’t often hear about tutors who will
become long-term mentors, following you
and supporting you time and time again in the
years beyond. Joe was this sort of tutor.
He was everything art education should
be: kind, generous, patient, and endlessly
supportive. Foundation courses can be
undervalued by people who don’t know their
power, but it was clear that Joe believed in
their transformational potential, their deep
importance, and the capacity that they
have to shape someone’s life. He was always
encouraging of play, supportive during failure
and enthusiastic about experimentation.
He made a course that felt welcoming and
safe, while maintaining an atmosphere that
captured the exciting threshold we were all on
— that this was just the beginning.
Through the course he guided and critiqued,
organised and led. We explored different
mediums, different approaches; we trooped
around Sunderland, Edinburgh and Berlin; we
laughed and learnt. Joe was warm and daft and
always interested, always passionate. A creative
force to be reckoned with, an unmatched
energy. He led tutorials and crits with care
and curiosity, and led mock interviews with
patience and encouraging smiles. He fostered
an environment of collaboration across staff
and students, which ultimately led to the
formation of our collective.

The Risograph printer he so keenly
campaigned for continues to shape our
practices to this very day. This moment
in time — and this particular piece of
equipment — changed everything for our
group, preparing us for countless zines
projects, national shows and hours and
hours of joyful experimentation. The
influence one man had on so many lives is
immeasurable.
Beyond our graduation from the course,
Joe continued to support us, welcoming us
back for workshops and lectures, offering
chances to curate and collaborate. He
always had our back, and often let us know
that he was proud of what we had achieved.
This sense of encouragement, generosity
and friendship meant so much to all of us;
it is a very special thing that he nurtured,
both throughout the course and outside
of it. Joe continually championed us —
subscribing to our zines, and facilitating
projects even seven years after we left
Sunderland.
It is rare to be so supported by someone —
it changes who you are and what you think
you can achieve. We owe him so much.
This image is a screenshot taken during
a workshop with Shy Bairns for the
Foundation in November 2020, it was
captured during a moment of technical
difficulty and has always made us smile.

IZZY, ERIN, GEORGE & ELLE,
SHY BAIRNS
(CLASS OF 2015)
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hortly after I took over running the
Foundation Course in 2004 at the
University of Sunderland, I saw Joe talk
inspiringly about the importance of
Foundation Courses at an evening event
at the BALTIC Centre for Contemporary
Art and I knew immediately that I wanted
to work together with him at Sunderland.
Joe had an impassioned belief in the
value of a Foundation Course – a time
to experiment, to grow, to ask questions,
to challenge yourself and to begin
to situate yourself confidentially as a
creative person. In short, Joe just GOT
Foundation. And he cared deeply about it.
So, by far the most important phone call
I ever made in my career as a teacher
was to Joe, asking him to work with me
re-establishing the Foundation Course at
the University. Joe rang back when I was
in Waterstones – of course I took the call
– and he then gave up a permanent job at
Gateshead College to join me.
We began with four students, but it grew
quickly, in large part due to Joe’s energy,
commitment and enthusiasm, to over
60 students. In 2013, Joe took over the
Course Leadership of Foundation and
steered the ship through another Ofsted
Inspection, again achieving Outstanding
status.

Below: The Foundation class of 2014 completing a
workshop as part of the annual Gameplay brief.

Joe was just the best colleague and
friend. He was kind, generous and
collaborative, always open to new ideas;
passionate about his students and fearless
in supporting them whatever the odds.
He was very loyal, and I never heard him
say a bad thing about anyone. He was
a huge character – inspiring but never
bombastic; and he had no ego.
Together, Joe and I built a small but
dedicated team of staff to whom he
remained deeply loyal – the late and
sadly missed Sally Madge, Tom Madge,
Hilary Turnock, Adam Phillips, Natalie
Gale and Tony Wiles, to be joined later
by Debbie Bower. Our studio discussions
were always lively and passionate – and
our assessment meetings were often
heated – Joe always keen to see rigour
and experimentation recognised. Student
grades were always carefully negotiated.
Joe had an unerring ability to both
give our students personal and creative
freedom whilst keeping a close eye on
their progress and, at times, reeling in
their excesses! This a rare talent – to
teach and yet at the same time encourage
students to develop themselves and take
risks. Joe cared about teaching – but,
along with our wonderful Team, there was
a kind of disciplined anarchy about the
studio atmosphere. A true hive of creative
activity – because most of all he cared
about his students.
MIKE COLLIER

M

y favourite memory of Joe
was during lockdown when
we arranged somewhat of an art
materials drug deal. We met at the
tennis courts on Whitley Bay seafront
and Joe came striding around the
corner with an A1 folder full of paper
and the biggest bag of air-drying clay.
We talked about the sunshine and
how hard it was to find toilet roll and
pasta! It was a tonic.
I am forever grateful for how much
Joe did to make things happen in
lockdown.
Joe has had more of an impact on my
life than I have ever appreciated until
now. He taught me about Bauhaus,
Memphis and Eames, which are
strong influences on my creative
practice to this day. Joe introduced
me to interior architecture and
encouraged me to push myself when
I was applying for undergrad, and
I am now a second year Interior
Architecture student at Northumbria.
My favourite thing about Joe was
that he always saw the best in people
and genuinely wanted us all to do so
well. I think as creative people we all
suffer with imposter syndrome, but
Joe pushed every single one of us to
do the absolute best we could in the
short year we spent with him, and
he sure as hell wasn’t going to let a
global pandemic stand in the way of
that. Nothing was impossible in the
world of Joe, and I think that that is
something we should all learn from
him. We should all be more Joe.
I have attached a lino print of the
place where the art materials drug
deal took place!
KIRSTY PALMER-KAY
(CLASS OF 2020)
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t is 10am on a Sunday and it looks like our
study trip to Venice has just gone south
(metaphorically, not literally).
I’ve been calling security guards across
Sunderland to try and track down a missing
bus, a bus which should be taking us and
over 40 students to Manchester Airport.
No one has seen it anywhere. I spend time
fruitlessly calling numbers on the itinerary
supplied by the travel agent, trying to find
out where the phantom bus actually is but
all numbers just go straight to voicemail.
It is starting to get a bit tense. Our flight is
in 4 hours and it’s 150 miles away. Parents
of students who saved up for this trip are
looking at Joe, wanting an explanation.
Students, with impossibly large suitcases
for a 3-night visit, are looking incredibly
tired of standing in a carpark.
I can’t remember whether it was me, Tom
Madge or Joe who first suggested we call
Station Taxis. Either way, I know that the
man on the end of the phone seems only
too pleased to help, explaining it would
be £300 per taxi and that they would go
onto the University’s account. ‘Sounds
convenient’, I think. We calculate that we
require 12 taxis to take us all – a total bill of
£3600, with no guarantee we’d even make
the flight. Ultimately the decision fell to
Joe to take responsibility for the situation,
should we try the ridiculous plan or should
we just tell everyone Venice was cancelled?
As a steady stream of red and white saloon
taxis convoyed their way into the National
Glass Centre carpark, I was aware that very
few teachers would have made the decision
that Joe did on that day. He put himself into
a very difficult position that he really didn’t
need to. But to cancel the trip, to know
that people wouldn’t have that memorable
experience of a visit to Venice, that was
unbearable to Joe. And what’s more, to not
even try to make it happen.
So we start bundling confused students
into taxis, crumpled under the weight of
their suitcases. Joe is in the first taxi, to get
people onto the plane, and I’m in the last
one to make sure no one gets left behind
(except possibly me).
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I spend most of the journey sitting next to
an incredibly grumpy taxi driver, whose
worldview seems pretty glum. I take little
breaks from talking to him by calling
the manager of the departure lounge at
Manchester Airport, Mandy. Unsurprisingly,
my request to delay the plane is not taken
seriously – well, it was worth a shot. I
call her at hourly intervals to express
my nervous concerns and to provide
unnecessary updates.

coloured temporary passport at the British Embassy. A grand total of 6 hours on a
train and 4 hours in a waiting room.
There are many more examples of just how good Joe was on these visits, but I will
always remember the meal we ate in Venice that night, with the adrenaline high of our
taxi dash across the north of England pulsating through our veins, knowing we could
just have easily been eating beans on toast back home.
ADAM PHILLIPS

When we arrive at Manchester airport I say
thankyou and goodbye to my gloom-filled
driver friend. I bid him good luck in his life
back in Sunderland, ‘I am off to Italy and
that is all that matters’, I imagine.
At the airport, a number of staff in high-vis
are holding placards with arrows saying
‘SUNDERLAND UNI→’, directing us at pace
through the building. I am fully sprinting,
past the racks of sunglasses, suncream and
those weird neck cushions. I meet Mandy
and she gives me a hug, I imagine she is
probably terribly glad to see the back of
me. (I contemplate ringing Mandy now
and then – just for life advice.) In total, we
go from taxi to plane in about 8 minutes,
racing through security and legging it on
board with about 2 minutes to spare.
For two days after this Joe has to deal
with the stress of wondering whether
the travel agent would pay the taxi bill or
not. Eventual vindication comes when he
receives a call which confirms it was the
travel agent’s mistake – they had put the
wrong date on the coach booking and
would pay the taxi bill in full. Joe won.
Joe was the best at organising trips.
Naturally he also had to deal with all the
problems that cropped up too, but he did
so willingly and wonderfully. On another
trip, he accompanied an upset student to
a clinic to get emergency contraception.
Meeting Joe afterwards, he described the
dirty looks he got from staff and patients,
as he sat in the waiting room. Another time,
a student lost their passport after a big
night out in Venice’s infamous nightclub
Piccolo Mondo. This resulted in Joe spending
the last day of the trip taking the student all
the way to Milan and back to get a beige9
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ust over ten years ago, at the beginning
of 2012, myself and David Donald (both
of us on UOS Foundation) attended the
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art,
Gateshead, at the insistence of Joe, on
what I remember as a very cold January
evening. We were there to see an artist/
baby talk by Michael Smith in conjunction
with his exhibition with Mike Kelley titled A
Voyage of Growth and Discovery; a remarkable
collaboration of film and installation
centered around Smith’s transformation
into an infant called Baby IKKI as he
wandered around Burning Man festival in
the remote Black Rock Desert of Nevada,
filmed by Kelley.
I always got on well with Joe – I can’t
imagine how you couldn’t. He told us that
Smith had flown in from the states to give
this talk, a talk he had recently sold out
in New York and yet here we all were in
Gateshead, with a grand total of fourteen
people in attendance.
It all began routinely enough in the
auditorium until around the half an
hour mark when Smith stopped talking,
muttering something along the lines of
“enough of this”. I was sat next to Joe,
either in the first or second row from the
stage. Smith stood up and then began to
strip. His body began to contort as he
began his transformation into Baby IKKI.

Once fully formed into this prelingual man-child, dressed in a nappy,
sunglasses, baby’s bonnet, and dummy
in mouth, Smith took the group out to
the elevators. He split the group in two:
putting one group in the lift, pushing all
the buttons before closing the doors
and off they went. Me and Joe were in
the second group that were put into the
other lift. Smith jammed us all in, again
pushing all the buttons and joined us
on a trip to all the floors whilst blowing
a whistle and giving us donuts: I’m still
not sure where he produced these from
(though his nappy was huge).
We all laughed both uncomfortably and
uncontrollably in this confined space,
then talked about it all night at the
bar afterwards. Great fun and critical
discussion – Joe in a nutshell. Joe
then drove me and David back home
to Ryton late in the evening. Trawling
through a hard drive I found a short
video of this elevator odyssey, which
is proof for myself that this actually
happened and wasn’t some fever dream.
I’ve taken some stills from the video, one
with Baby IKKI reaching for his dummy
and one with Joe laughing as the manchild makes his way towards him.
Joe, you’ve had such a positive impact on me
and I wish I could have told you this, thanks for
everything x
MATTHEW BURDIS
(CLASS OF 2012)
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oe always had time and enthusiasm for everyone. Whether it was his students,
graduates or anyone else. You knew he’d be up for a chat if you bumped into him
and that he cared about what you had to say. He was calm and patient for someone
who must have been so busy, and always had such a warm presence. The amount of
knowledge he had for each of his students’ projects and encouragement for their
development was mind-blowing. He will be so hugely missed, what a nice, kind man.

J

oe on the summit of The Cheviot, 5th January 2019, 815m (2674ft): taking the
route via Hen Hole, described as the best route up The Cheviot and certainly
the most spectacular. It being mid-winter we made an early start, finding ice and
snow on the summit, descending into the early dusk.
DAN HOLDSWORTH

EVE CROMWELL & JENNY MCNAMARA
THE SPAGHETTI FACTORY
Below: Posters made with second year Fine Art students as part of a workshop run by Joe Woodhouse and
The Spaghetti Factory in December 2021 – reflecting on studio culture and what an ideal studio should contain.
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y time on the Foundation course at Sunderland totally changed my
approach to creativity. Joe’s passionate teaching put collaboration and
experimentation at the heart of things, shaping my practice in ways that
I keep coming back to. Joe made me feel valued and excited about the places
making art could take me. Having the opportunity to be part of Foundation Press’
Colour Experiment performances and workshops at Chapter Arts in Cardiff was a
particularly memorable experience. I’ll never forget how amazing it felt to be part
of something collaborative like this, something that unapologetically leant into
fun and silliness and creative conversations. I remember sticking riso prints all
over the cafe counter and staining it with patterns in juice! And chasing the giant
crisp packet we’d printed around outside in the wind! Joe, Debbie and Adam
made me realise the joy in working with others and pushing myself outside of my
comfort zone when making. It’s something I still hold very dear. Thanks Joe,
I feel very lucky.
ELEANOR LINKLETER
(CLASS OF 2017)

T

hank you Joe for believing in and supporting Long Distance Press, your
patience, kind words and humour won’t be forgotten – seeing the support and
encouragement you gave your students and how much you believed in making selfpublishing accessible to all was enormously inspiring and something we hope to
continue. We have made 2 collages for Joe (above). We made them recently whilst
chatting about our time in Sunderland.
THOMAS WHITTLE & ADAM SHIELD, LONG DISTANCE PRESS

Right:
Long Distance
Press, Blast Beat,
an exhibition in
the Priestman
Gallery, University
of Sunderland
(organised by Joe),
November 2021.
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first met Joe back in October 1988 at
The Riverside music venue in Newcastle.
What struck me as unusual was that he
was confident, articulate and unburdened
by the usual awkward, bumbling manner
of the rest of us teenagers. That evening
we got chatting in that easy manner that
continued right up until two weeks ago.
I’d like to say that this was a mythically
cool gig like My Bloody Valentine or the
first Nirvana show, but it was the Darling
Buds – (for you youngsters out there, they
were the Welsh version of The Primitives.)
After that we became closer friends at
school and Joe introduced me to his
wider group of pals ‘The Lads’: Pete,
Simon, Beefy, Floyd, Tim and Alaric. It
was Joe’s suggestion I joined the lads’
band Deep; Joe’s reward for his talent
scouting was to be appointed ‘official
audience’ – poor lad! From that day
forth we would socialise together every
weekend at the Barley Mow, the Egypt
Cottage and the Riverside.
On these Friday nights out in the Toon,
Joe gained a reputation for his tardiness,
we would often wait at the Monument for
him to arrive, ten minutes would turn into
thirty and often over an hour – this was
in the days before mobile phones and
when last orders were called at 10:30pm
so drinking time was precious! Why was
Joe always so late, I hear you ask? Well,
instead of wolfing down his Findus Crispy
Pancakes like every other 1980s teenager,
Joe would enjoy a home cooked meal,
with his family, with wine and intelligent
conversation. I mean, what the heck was
that all about???
Joe began his Fine Art degree at the
Birmingham Institute of Art in September
1991, I remember visiting him and being
introduced to a wide group of floppy
haired Primal Scream fans like Joe,
Seth, Ruth, Matt and Thurza amongst
many others. Joe took full advantage
of all the things that Moseley student
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life could offer: Baltis, beer and student
house parties, he eventually plucked up
the courage to ask Becky out on a date.
Things were looking rosy, in fact Joe
enjoyed his first year so much that he
chose to do it all over again! (Much to his
mum’s displeasure!)
Upon graduation, Joe took himself
to London where he shared a flat in
Clapham with his brother Dan and he
began working as a set designer. His
carpentry and building skills, which he
had honed from creating his random
sculptures at uni, were put to good effect
and he began his lifelong love of all things
practical.
Joe and Becky spent the following year
travelling Asia and they worked for a spell
in Sydney. When they returned we piled
into his black Fiat Panda and headed
to the rain-lashed quagmire that was
Glastonbury 1997. We arrived as night
fell so there was no way we could pitch a
tent in the dark and the rain. That night
all four of us slept bolt upright in the car
with our camping gear on our knees.
Becky swore she would never camp again
after this horror show. Unfortunately as
you will hear, Joe had other plans.
When Joe and Becky bought their first
house on Burnfoot Terrace he applied his
DIY magic to every aspect of their home.
One Christmas they were away in Alton
and loaned us their beautiful house, this
was so much more relaxed and enjoyable
than our life in London that Anabel and
I quit our jobs and moved up to Whitley
Bay to be near to Joe and Becky and
their young family.
The best thing about moving back to
Whitley Bay though was getting into
road cycling and meeting up with the
Red Lion Sunday morning crew – The
Cycling Chums. Joe took to road cycling
like a duck to water. He was a strong
determined rider who would happily
pedal for miles relishing the opportunity

to tear our legs off at the next climb.
He would recant names of villages
that he thought he might be near, half
guessing as despite having ridden the
same road only days earlier he would
never quite know where he was.
Joe loved the outdoor life and
spending time with family and friends.
One summer holiday sticks in my mind
the most though, the year we went to
Bagneres de Bigorres in the Pyrennes.
Anabel and I had arrived and got camp
set up earlier in the day but The Gods
were not smiling when the Woodhouses
arrived. The thunderstorm was at its
most intense as Joe and I, with the help
of a kindly Dutchman called Rob put up
their never-before-used eight man tent.
This took hours. The next morning we
met Rob and discovered that he too
was a road cyclist. Joe thought it would
be rude not to thank him by inviting
him to come out for a bike ride with
us, and a holiday bromance began in
earnest.
Off we tootled into the Pyrennes each
morning leaving Becky and Anabel
and the kids to cloud bathe by the
freezing pool. On the last day of the
hols Joe and I swore that we would
be back by no later than Two o’ clock
so that we could help take their tent
down. Unfortunately Rob had other
plans (we always blamed Rob). He had
plotted a route that took in some of
the Tour de France’s most fearsome
mountains including the Hautacam
and Tourmalet. We returned at 5pm
feeling both elated and exhausted to
be greeted by a welcome even more
thunderous than the weather had
provided on the first day.

about it with missionary zeal, knocking
through bedrooms, fitting Velux windows,
plastering walls, sanding floors, installing
fireplaces and decorating with his
meticulous eye for detail.
On a freezing December Sunday, I
spotted him, at dusk, tip-toeing on the
top rung of a stepladder, balanced on
the top deck of a scaffold tower, painting
the inside of an iron gutter, that nobody
would ever see….the mind boggled!
This was despite feeling ill with what he
thought to be long Covid.
We were all shocked when Joe received
the news that he had cancer. I visited him
the next day yet Joe betrayed no fear. He
was resolute, upbeat and determined to
enjoy his time as best as possible. Every
subsequent message, phone call and visit
was positive, he was keen to start his
chemotherapy quickly and he was certain
that he could battle through.
Joe was courageous and good humoured
to the very end. His death has left a huge
hole in all of our hearts. We had so many
fantastic times together, I am so glad
to have more than a lifetime’s worth of
memories to cherish.
Quite simply, I am so proud that I can say
that Joe was, is and always will be my very
best friend.
PATRICK DROUGHT

Lockdown over the last couple of
years has been hard for some of us,
Joe however saw it as the perfect
opportunity to get cracking on the
mammoth DIY project that is the new
Woodhouse family home. He went
17
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oe provided an open and safe space
for experimentation, with endless
patience, listening to individual’s
thoughts and ideas.
Having felt as though my ideas were
intangible, Joe introduced me to the
unused risograph machine, which
allowed me to bring my ideas to life. This
piece, Altered Landscapes (right), was not
possible without the help and kindness
of Joe, and the other Foundation staff.
I would also like to thank Joe for
his recent interest in my Masters
dissertation. I am incredibly grateful for
his insights, time and generosity.

FLEUR ERICHSEN
(CLASS OF 2014)

J

oe held my interview for the Foundation course, and he was the first person
external to my high school art teacher to see and comment on my art and practice.
Very quickly all feelings of anxiety and imposter syndrome disappeared. Joe spoke
as he always did; with full attention, care, support and excitement. His enthusiasm for
everyone’s tiny experiments and ‘failed pieces’ was phenomenal. Showing your artwork
to someone is like giving them a tiny glimpse into your soul, and my first impression of
Joe was as someone who understood this gift, and handled every person, thought and
piece with such care and passion.
LAUREN MCCAUGHEY
(CLASS OF 2017)

H

aving someone believe in you and your work, who supports you during the first
stage of your artistic career, really sets you up to achieve much more than you
ever thought you could. I was lucky enough to be taught by the wonderful Foundation
course team at Sunderland, lead by Joe. I was mentored by him for only 1 year but
his passion for the subject and for his students stayed with me throughout my time at
university post Foundation and still does to this day. He really went above and beyond
to help me and everyone else in our class to achieve the best we could. I’m sure I
don’t speak just for myself when I say that Joe aided in guiding and encouraging me
to believe in my abilities during the projects set by the team, pushed me to apply for
universities I might not have considered because I wasn’t sure I was good enough and
just generally was there for the whole class as much as he possibly could be. I feel very
lucky to have known Joe and to have been mentored by him. It is such sad news that
future students won’t get to know his wonderful character but I know that it will live on
within myself and every other student who was lucky enough to have been taught by
him.
ALEX BUSHELL
(CLASS OF 2017)
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uring our lunch break a few
of us girls decided to add a
bit of nature to the Foundation
workshops so went into town and
bought a variety of plants, giving
them names such as Orlando
and Bloom – Joe walked in and
was both amused and confused,
not quite understanding what
the need for nature in the studio
was but also joined in helping us
name the plants, a really random
but wholesome memory of us all
taking a break from working and
having a bit of a laugh!

ROSIE CALLAGHAN
(CLASS OF 2021)

J

oe liked every idea we had. This is the first thing that came to mind as I write
about Joe. But then I remember the pointed questions and nervous silences in our
discussions and I wonder if this is true. I remember some of the terrible ideas we put
to him. Surely he couldn’t have liked all of our 18 year old, half thought out, nervously
rambling, scrambling for something to say, ideas.
Then I remember what happened in those questions and those silences. Joe would sift
through whatever we said and find the golden part of it. He would help us find it too,
find it and keep it and make it ours.
So let me rephrase – Joe cared about every idea we had.
LILY KROESE
(CLASS OF 2017)

M

y year with Joe Woodhouse was nothing short of exceptional. With smiles, laughs,
and above all, concerned looks from a man who couldn't help but want the best.
Whether we were recreating scenes from famous films, learning to cycle along the
river banks of Berlin, or walking in proudly displaying our first tattoo to him. He would
be shocked, worried, but above all, encouraging. Even if it was silly.
When the adventures around Europe got tough he'd be there with Berocca and a tale
from the time he helped other students in our same position. Joe Woodhouse made
me believe that attending university was possible. But it wasn't the classes that made
it. It was the people. Foundation made me not just want to wake up on a morning, but
practically dance on my way there.
SOPHIE GRAY
(CLASS OF 2019)
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his is a photo of Joe’s work featured in the book Nothing. The book accompanied
the exhibition of the same name and includes works by the likes of Fiona Banner,
David Batchelor, Joseph Beuys, Christine Borland, Nathan Coley, Maurizio Cattelan,
Adam Chodzko, Angela de la Cruz, Ceal Floyer, Gilbert & George, Liam Gillick,
Graham Gussin, Ed Ruscha, Andy Warhol, Lawrence Weiner and Catherine Yass. So
Joe was in good company.
I took this photo in the shop of one of the big museums in New York – maybe the
Whitney or MOMA – in 2001. I really liked that I’d found Joe’s work – albeit in book
form – on display in such an important museum in the then art capital of the world.
If I’d taken the photo now I would no doubt have posted it on social media but as
Instagram didn’t exist back then I probably intended to show it to Joe when I got
home. I can’t remember if I did, but he would most likely have been far less impressed
than I was.
Joe was mostly working in film and photography at the time, often using seemingly
simple means to sublime or ‘uncanny’ effect. Alongside this Joe worked with modelmaking, both in the creation of his photographic works and to make carefully crafted
sculptural installations which seemed to have more of an obvious narrative to them
than the photography or film works.
I think the incredible snow blizzard seen in Joe’s work in the Nothing book was created
using a shaken up snow globe. As I said, seemingly simple, but it would have taken
Joe many, many, many attempts to get just the effect he was after. It was originally
produced as a large format photographic print.
Here’s what Joe said about his work at the time: “My images are deliberately
ambiguous but contain references to science fiction and the romantic traditions
of film. Themes of longing and nostalgia draw together in works that represent
our attempts to define our position within the natural world. The photographs use
the increasingly redundant model-making techniques that are familiar to us from
Hollywood films and fantasy art. The fact that they are empty spaces lends an
openness to their interpretation.”

T

here are so many ways to remember my friend and long-time
colleague Joe Woodhouse, and it wouldn’t be hard to fill a page
with any one memory. I could recall his accomplishments as a
visionary educator, one who treated Foundation students like real
artists. And with his encouragement and guidance, many of them
were able to turn what he was encouraging into a reality. He was
always looking for ways to keep his teaching fresh and exciting,
exploring new materials, genres, networks and publications.
That I saw him often on weekends, working on the press, was
testament to his dedication. Joe was also deeply un-flashy, and yet
understatedly cool, from his recycled lorry tarp messenger bag to
the tiny blue and red stripes on his selvedge denim.
But really my fondest memory of Joe is that he was a true cycling
lifer. When he wasn’t at Uni or at a gallery opening, I was most
likely to catch him on two wheels. We never rode together, but it
was a pretty normal to run into one another at the usual cyclist
hangouts—a café on the edge of the Northumberland hills, or at
the Shields ferry waiting to cross the River Tyne. I learned a lot
from Joe about bikes; one of the most important tips was how
to pick shards of glass out of your tyres (which is a common
occurrence if you cycle on the paths in Sunderland city centre,
or you happen to work at the National Glass Centre). I remember
that he showed me one of his bikes, which I was shocked to learn
cost as much as a car! But it basically was his car; he was a proper
commuter, with thousands of miles clocked on the coastal route
from Whitley Bay to Sunderland and back, every day and in
virtually any weather. Joe is one of my cycling role models. A little
red line on Strava tells all – J is for Joe.
JEFFREY SARMIENTO

STEPHEN PALMER

T

his was the last message I received from Joe.
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JAMES HUTCHINSON
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J

oe was a pioneer of self-publishing and zinemaking within University of Sunderland, creating
spaces which were much loved and utilised by visiting
artists as well as students. It wasn’t about risograph
printing – it was about building a community. We
loved working with Joe to devise different Foundation
Press projects. Here are a few of our favourite
pictures.

FOUNDATION PRESS
IMAGES
Top: Self-Publishing Lab Version I
(AKA Foundation Press),
National Glass Centre, 2014.
Middle: Self-Publishing Lab Version II,
National Glass Centre, 2018.
Bottom: Self-Publishing Lab Version III,
Priestman Building, 2022.
Below: Joe, Adam, Debbie as well as students Alex
Bushell, Natalie Martin, Eleanor Linkleter, Georgie
Robinson, Maria Iancu, Olivia Fryer, performing as
part of the Foundation Press’ project Colour Experiment
at Chapter Arts Centre, Cardiff, April 2017. This
performance took as its departure point The Colour
Experiment, a series of workshops run by artist Tom
Hudson at Cardiff College of Art in the late 1960s.
Working outwards from documentation of Hudson’s
humorous workshops, a series of games, provocations
and graphic responses were tested out over 3 days.

IMAGES (from top, left to right): 1, 2: Colour Experiment (2017), 3: Joe dropping zines at Sprint Finish
binding factory (2017) 4: UNBOUND performance event at BALTIC with Chooc Ly Tan (2017), 5: Joe
leading a session working with students to write a new Foundation Press workshop called STYLEBAY
(2018), 6: Debbie, Joe & Adam in Edinburgh collecting a Collaborative Award for Teaching Excellence from
Advance HE – for Foundation Press’ work within University of Sunderland (2018), 7: 4-year old Arlo
Fleming gatecrashes press shot for Foundation Press (2018), 8: Wallpaper Weekender, ArtHouses (2019).
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O

ur friend Joe: Rolling down motorways in various vans, often with a risograph
machine in the back. We brought the company, he put his foot to the pedal.

Winning arguments with Berlin border control to get an international student in.
Battling against an even more belligerent border control to get the same student
home. Can’t think of anyone else who could have done that: them triumphantly walking
across the airport tarmac when we thought all was lost.
Dressed up to the 9s, feeling glamorous receiving our teaching award.
Taking daft James Bond-style photos of ourselves and accidentally airdropping them
to the awards presenter.
Cans of pop from the machine, and gentle humour, brought to us at the end of busy
days.
Occasionally blunt; no one’s perfect. But deeply kind, funny and strong.
The last time I saw Joe was just a few days before he found out he was ill
He came to find me about some bad news I had received.
Tearfully he supported me.
He was never afraid to do the right thing.
DEBORAH BOWER

DEBORAH BOWER
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W

e came together with Joe as a team through a shared passion for teaching the
Foundation Course in Art and Design.

Our first meeting as the International Network of Foundation Educators was in
September 2019 in Paris.
Through the following two years of the pandemic we met together as colleagues on
Zoom connecting from our different locations in the world and organising two, big
online events.
Our bond with Joe feels very strong.
He brought to the group his knowledge, creativity, gentle and warm presence and
wonderful humour.
Joe’s enthusiasm was infectious and always inclusive; he took people along with him,
he took us along with him and in a sense - we will now take Joe along with us as we
continue in future projects, to realise the potential of what we started together.
We feel something of this beautiful man’s legacy is in our hands and we want to
promise that we will handle it with care.
With our great respect and love for Joe we will carry on the work that he cared so
much about.
JOAN BEADLE, CHLOE BRIGGS & SEAN KAYE

I

t's the 22nd January 2022, it is a chilly day, and it's also the last time I saw Joe
Woodhouse...

I had a warm welcome when I arrived at the Priestman Building and Joe walked me
along the Foundation corridor, talking with genuine excitement about being able
to teach in real life once again, pointing out bits of artwork to me. That afternoon I
did a talk to undergraduates about teaching, with Joe as support. We spent a lot of
time talking about how one teacher can show you an engagement with art which can
influence you forever. I talked about my art teacher in secondary school, a woman who
gave me a voice through art. The attendees all had their own powerful stories and it
was in fact a very emotional session. Joe and I walked out together and said goodbye.
He said how important it was to remember those who had changed our lives. As you
read this, you'll probably be putting Joe into that category. He loved art and he lived
for it. He was such a genuinely nice and thoughtful guy. His influence leaves an impact
forever. It's only when someone isn't there anymore that we truly understand that.
SUSAN M. COLES

CHLOE BRIGGS
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THE ACT OF DRAWING
PROJECT DURATION: 1 WEEK

• At least four of the tests must use an additive process. Consider, in relation to
repetition and endurance, the following approaches, methods, and question:

PREPERATION:
You should collect and equip yourself with a range of traditional and nontraditional materials, grounds and tools and to consider how they might be used in the
production of non-representational drawings. These may be sourced from a variety of
outlets listed below:
Art shop: paper – rolls,
A1, A2, ink, pens, pencils,
brushes.
Stationery shop:
scotchtape, brown tape,
coloured tape, masking
tape, elastic bands,
post it notes, envelopes,
sticky dots, correction
fluid (tippex), erasures,
hole reinforcers, carbon
paper.

Hardware store: panel
pins, nails, sandpaper,
wood, plastic, sheet
metal, glass, varnish,
wood stain, screw
eyes, polish, plaster/
polyfilla, washers, pegs,
polythene, hammer,
chisel.
Home/anywhere: found
objects

Food store: sugar, flour,
salt, chocolate, vegetable
oil, bleach, detergents,
spices, matchsticks,
berries, tin foil, cling
film, paper bags,
cigarette papers, lard,
greaseproof paper, sieve.

Pharmacy/ Make up
shop: vaseline, tooth
picks, cotton buds,
lipstick, eye makeup,
foundation cream,
cleansing creams, hair
dye.

Haberdashery shop:
thread, buttons, ribbon,
pins, needles, fabric,
elastic.

BRIEF
Artists have become increasingly concerned with the process of making a
drawing as a meditative or performative act. For artists who work in this manner
drawing does not engage with depicting the observed world around them but rather
with foregrounding the actual activity of drawing itself. In this way a drawing may
become a record of its own making and a reflection on the activity itself. This project
will ask you to consider making drawings with both conventional and unconventional
methods and tools and upon a range of traditional and non-traditional grounds.
DAY 1:
Produce a series of 12 tests that explore performance, repetition and endurance
in relation to the production of drawings. Spend 20 minutes per test. Each test should
explore the use of a repeated action or mark. The resultant image should be a record
of this action or mark. Your tests will not be depictions of the world in front of you or
invented figurative imagery.
Instead your tests will foreground the actual activity of drawing itself.
It is not necessary that the tests on day one are finished drawings. But rather that they
explore the potential of different possibilities that may be developed further. The 12
tests should be made in at least four different locations. e.g. floor, wall, under a table
etc. The 12 tests should be made on at least four different surfaces. e.g. paper, printed
matter, item of clothing, found object or surface etc.

- drawings which may be obsessive; meditative; concentrated; sequential;
meticulous; timed.
- how long you could physically suffer an activity for and how this would
constitute or generate a drawing.
• the site where the drawing is made e.g. is the drawing positioned in a place which is
awkward to reach (a large ink drawing is made on the ceiling space with a small brush,
the ink pot is on the floor and the brush has or be continually loaded by climbing up
and down a ladder).
• whether the drawing is made with or upon something, which is finite, e.g. the ink in a
pen, the lead in a pencil, the pages in a book etc. Question and explore how something
might be exhausted.
• applying a system to generate a series of images.
• a process which gradually breaks down.
• a process which gradually defines order from chaos.
• processes of adding and subtracting, making and obliterating, drawing and rubbing
out or continually layering images and/or information until it is obscured.
During this period the materials that you work with will be both non traditional and
traditional and the work that you produce may be transient and ephemeral. It will
be important to find an appropriate method to record the process and the work you
produce. This is likely to be through photography or video. Test methods of recording
on day 1 of the project.
DAY 2:
Make a Durational Drawing over a 6 Hour period. Reflect on how the
performance, drawing and documentation could be improved on
DAY 3:
Remake and refine the Durational Drawing made on Day 2 again over another 6
Hour period.
NOTES:
Students should be encouraged to experiment widely on day 1 of the project.
Students should be encouraged to carry out each six hour performative drawing in silence.

SEAN KAYE

• At least four of the tests must use a subtractive process (removal / obliteration).
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I

first met Joe in 2012. I was a fresh faced recent University of Sunderland
design graduate who was flirting with becoming a teacher. I had done a
6-week placement in a high school which wasn't my jam and then I got a
call about covering a studio demonstrator/technician who was poorly at
Sunderland Uni, working with the Foundation team. And oh my, how that call
changed my life! Working with Joe (and the rest of the team!) was wonderful.
He was so kind and welcomed me. He showed me what it meant to be a
good teacher and offered me so much advice and freedom to learn. He
encouraged me, asked me what I was hoping for in my career (and in life). It
was such an exciting time, to find somewhere I belonged and Joe made me
feel that way every day. Without the wonderful experience of meeting and
working with Joe, Mike, Nat, Adam and Tom I don't know if I would have had
the bottle to go into teaching. But I know for sure that without Joe's training
and mentorship, I would be a poorer teacher and human.
When I reluctantly left the team to start a new job, I was gifted a risoprinted publication the course had made (working with Joe and the team is
where my riso obsession began!) which I have kept and hung in my studio
ever since. When I look at it, I always smile and think about how lucky I
was to meet Joe. In 2019, I was working on my MA thesis, Definitive Practice,
a research project about artist teachers which Joe helped me with. It
culminated in an exhibition. I chose to present my thesis visually through
the use of photography, publications and other printed matter I had made
or collected that told the story of my practice. And that story wouldn't have
been complete without Joe and that little riso publication.

I

n response to Brief C: Seed Pod Sculpture:
This piece is one of seven hand-built
ceramic sculptures I made as part of a
display for my Final Major Project (from
my Foundation year). The sculptures
were based on seed pods, pollens and
other organic forms and were arranged
on a low floor plinth to allow the viewers
to peer over them. It was Joe's idea to
include "coloured powders" on the black
plinth, which later led me to use paprika
and turmeric spices to add contrast to
the black background and give a more
sensory experience to the work, as the
spices actually gave off an earthy, smoky
scent which drew the audience into the
work.
EMILY KITCHING
(CLASS OF 2018)

D

uring the first few months of
Foundation there was a project
where we were encouraged to be
playful and experimental and I was
struggling with art block! Joe came
up with the idea of using paper cut
out shapes which I randomly put
together and saw that they looked
like a robot. I made a circle and
triangle into a little chick too. Joe
was a really good teacher.

EMMA TOMINEY

FAYTHE LOCKWOOD
(CLASS OF 2019)

J

oe loved his ladies: here is a
photograph of the Foundation team
enjoying a Christmas meal with Joe
around 2011. From left: Hilary Turnock,
Sally Madge, Lesley Christie,
Natalie Gale.
LESLEY CHRISTIE
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A

group of us were on a trip to Cardiff in 2017 to do a residency
with Foundation Press while I was on Foundation. After one of
the first nights there after getting to know the others (that I didn’t
know too well), after a few too many drinks I decided to take a
hangover nap under a paper sculpture we made a previous day, on
the gallery floor. About an hour later Joe found where I was, and
I thought I was going to be chastised for my audacity as I hadn’t
known him for too long at that point. But instead, he just laughed at
me and shook his head. This was my real first experience of Joe’s
laid back attitude and good humour that he kept no matter the
situation.

W

hile making a big installation piece for our final exhibition, I
had tie dyed 18 12ft sheets of fabric and they needed ironing
before I hung them from the ceiling. It was taking far longer than
I was anticipating and I was getting overwhelmed by the task I had
set myself. Joe came along and saw me being unbelievably frazzled
and instantly took over the ironing despite being busy so I could
drape the fabric from the suspended rods and attach it without
worrying about it creasing.

D

uring my time on Foundation my perception of art changed
completely. After coming from a very rigid art experience in
school I wasn't sure whether it was for me anymore. That year was
the most transformative year of my life and Joe was a huge part of
that, opening me up to the world of not only what art was but what
art could be. Even after putting up with me as a petulant, stubborn
19-year-old who thought she knew everything during Foundation
he continued to believe and support me in my endeavors in the
six years since, offering me opportunities and advice wherever
he could. He was such a wonderfully kind man with a passion for
arts education and his students past and present that few could
rival. I can safely say I would not be where I am today without Joe’s
influence and mentorship, I am unbelievably grateful.
NATALIE MARTIN
(CLASS OF 2017)

T

his piece of work was done with the
help of Joe during my Foundation year
at University of Sunderland – a model
representing Francis Bacon’s studio. With
Joe’s support and the confidence he had
in me, he helped me to get on to study Fine
Art at Chelsea College of Art.

A

few years back we visited Joe when the Foundation was based at the National
Glass Centre. This is the riso print we made together.
HANNAH GAWNE & GRAHAM MITCHINSON

J

oe came to Greenman Festival with
us (probably against his better
judgement) and actually had a whale of
a time. As a joint hen and stag party the
men all wore Mr Blue Sky suits. Joe was
never a man for tackiness but he took it
all with his usual good humour and even
slightly enjoyed wearing his ill fitting
nylon suit by the end of the day! The
following week he came to our wedding
sporting the Mr Blue Sky tie! What a
legend. We miss him terribly.
ABIGAIL EVANS

OSCAR HUTCHINSON
(CLASS OF 2019)
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I

have found writing this so very hard. I have tried several times and every time I
couldn’t finish. I think it is about acceptance and that I still just can’t quite believe Joe
is gone. I have tried, but I can’t quite settle on a specific memory to share, so instead I
have listed things that I miss and remember fondly about Joe.
1. Joe’s sense of
humour, both dry and
silly – always a good
combo in my opinion.
2. His laugh,
accompanied by a full
smile and head thrown
back.
3. His daft bike hair,
I would spy on a
morning through the
window of our office
door.
4. An enthusiastic
energy and sound work
ethic.

5. His amazingly
curated lunchboxes
(I was always ‘proper’
jealous of content and
Tupperware).
6. A shared love of
coffee (and a sausage
sandwich on a morning
before work).
7. A shared love
of interior design
(specifically expensive
paint).
8. A shared love of
colour.

9. His sweet tooth
(he did love a biscuit,
especially with
chocolate).

W

e really appreciated the time Joe took to share all the artworks at ArtHouses:
LOCALwifi with his family and friends, giving them personal tours around Whitley
Bay. This was so typical of his generosity and enthusiasm. He would go out of his way
to tell you when he liked something, he understood when you needed to know this.
He kept asking me about the ‘finissage' which never quite materialised! We will miss
especially his sense of humour which got us through when things did not go to plan
and was always ready to bubble up and make things more fun and chilled, Joe-style-y.
SOPHIE BUXTON & ROB SMITH

10. His wonderful
confidence and ability
to create confidence in
others.
11. His innovative brain,
Joe was always coming
up with great ideas and
projects.
12. His huge love for his
family; Joe was a true
family man.

		
Miss you,
			Nat
NATALIE GALE

ALISON DIAMOND
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W

ay back in the past, when the Foundation course was based
in Backhouse Park, when you could smoke in the staffroom,
a wise young ginger fella came to work with the amazing Mike
Collier, to teach a rabble of unruly and rambunctious collection
of students. Baptised in the hellfire of a Barcelona away trip the
group became fairly cohesive, and Joe perfected his approach
to inspiring his students.
We would clash occasionally, mainly due to my own unmovable
self belief, but he was, upon reflection, always right. Of the
many teachers and peers I have exasperated over the years,
Joe was one of the kindest. The Foundation course moved a few
times, and settled at the NGC. Full of hope and energy for all of
his students, the course has continued to go from strength to
strength.
Thanks to Joe and Mike the Foundation course was so important
to my growth as an artist, and as a human. I've been a professional
artist for more than 10 years now, and they both kept in touch,
and were always supportive of my practice. People like Joe
are rare. He will be a big miss to everyone. Thanks for being a
legend, Joe.

Above left: Here are some of my Foundation course sketchbooks from 2005. They were
right at the back of the studio chilling out with the spiders, damp from years of neglect.
JO HOWELL
(CLASS OF 2006)

NIKKI BREWSTER
(CLASS OF 2013)
Right: Joe with Foundation students looking around the
Hamburger Bahnhof on a study trip to Berlin in 2012.
Image taken by Nikki Brewster.
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J

oe was a life changing person to work with. The Foundation Course
that he built challenged, excited and supported everyone involved – he
made sure of it.
The pleasure and confidence he took from teaching and working with
people was incredibly infectious and and it was absolutely wonderful to
be part of.
He was hilariously intense and indecisive when faced with seemingly
minor personal choices at times - for someone so charismatic. He wasn’t
doing any of it for show, he was just doing his best choosing all the time
and he loved to debate – with himself and anyone nearby – even about a
Boots airport meal deal!
I loved how he wanted to know what everyone thought, and how he would
take it seriously when you had a different opinion. He knew there was
value in it – even if it wasn’t instantly obvious. It would play on his mind
and he’d come back to you later.
I’ll never forget the Foundation trips with him and the team (a few pictures
included below). They were always a feast for the eyes, mind and soul –
and our bellies!
Love you Joe, you were a fabulous friend and you made a huge difference.
TOM MADGE
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